LaMarre Spends $407,000 in Student Funds

Politics Cloud Student Senate

News Analysis
By Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.

The University Student Senate's annual report for the 1990-91 school year is 26 pages long. It includes minutes from meetings of the board of trustees of the City University of New York, the chancellor's controversial College Preparatory Initiative, and articles written by an administrator of the City University of New York.

One of the specific charges of the trimester system, as the Senate's report notes, is that it could spur faculty fees. "The information is missing from the person that holds that position to make determinations about the man James Murphy, eager to suspend service to the USS Jean C. LaMarre in major bylaws. "The executive roll agenda, stated that it was an administrator of the City University of New York.

But one important piece of information is missing from the report—the finances. Not one word is mentioned about the finances. Not one is privy to very personal information. I couldn't find anyone activity fee expenditures." The Senate meeting on Sept. 24, the USS administration was concerned that the college had grown significantly in the last year's election.

The Senate has held from the reports appeared that spending he did not violate any laws or any CUNY bylaws, and administrators agreed. Jay Herschenson, vice chancellor for University Relations, said: "I'm sure that with a budget cut of $2.4 million, a drop of nearly 9 percent in freshmen enrollment, the administration's policy with regard to USS spending in the next 323 issue of the Student News Service, which broke the story. "This is a historic practice at CUNY," he said. "The president of the student government leaders make determinations about the worth and wisdom of student activity fees."

Most students responded negatively to the changes against LaMarre. "I'm a member of the Student Senate," says Tony Eden told the Daily News. "This guy needs his butt kicked. He better not come around here—I'll personally kick his ass." The Senate meeting on Sept. 24, the USS delegation from the Senate was met with opposition. Some students believed that Alvarez was attempting to run for the office himself, casting suspicion on his decision to release the spending information when he did. But Alvarez has repeatedly said he is not running for chair.

This leaves two declared candidates. One opponent is Kim Ray, the USS delegate from Hunter College. "I think I have a good chance of winning," says Ray. She has not only openly condemned LaMarre's fiscal record, but she also confronted the board of trustees on the matter. At a meeting on Sept. 25, Ray stood up when Chair- man James Murphy, eager to proceed with the board's agenda, stated that it was legally obligated to do so in spite of public developments.

You have the serve to say 'law' when you violated your own laws to let him spend $400,000," Ray said. Then, when Murphy called her out of order, she replied, "No, you're out of order.

CUNY student Osiswa, who was also on the USS, spoke up at the meeting as well. "You're as guilty as Jean LaMarre," she said. 

Meanwhile, the Fiscal Affairs Committee agreed to fully review the USS spending and report back to the board in 30 days.

LaMarre, who is the official representative of students on the board of trustees, did not attend the meeting. His spokesman, Steve Kleinberg, shrugged when reporters asked where LaMarre was. "You're as guilty as Jean LaMarre." 

The budget and enrollments take a fall

By Eric Loyola

School officials seem to concur that with a budget cut of $500,000, a 9 percent in freshmen enrollment may work in Baruch's favor.

According to Howard Galin, vice president of the administration, Baruch has lost 3.4 percent in freshmen enrollment, but that is not the first to use XYZ. Fifty-six receipts, dated from Oct. 1989 through Feb. 1990, during the administration of Gregorio Mayers, run a tally of $2,925. While most of the charges are made to various delegates, over $900 was charged to John Jay College student Ray. The charges ranged from $15 to $74.50, with an average of $42 per ride. Almost $200 in waiting time is charged.
DAY WORKSHOPS - FALL 1991

A) ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH LESS STRESS (Mr. P. Tribbaut)

Tuesday: October 8th, 1991 2:30-4:00 PM
Thursday: October 10th, 1991 1:00-2:30 PM

A fun and very soothing workshop that will help you to learn relaxation techniques and increase your overall potential success.

B) ASIAN STUDENTS WORKSHOP (Dr. W.D. Cheng)

Wednesday, October 24th, 1991 1:00-2:00 PM

Personal adjustment and growth focusing specifically on Assertiveness Training and Communication Skills.

C) ASSERT YOURSELF (Dr. E. Soto)

Thursday: October 17th, 1991 1:00-2:30 PM
Thursday: October 24th, 1991 1:00-2:30 PM

There will be two sessions for the workshop. In the first session we will become familiar with the meaning of assertive, non-assertive and aggressive behavior. In the second sessions we will practice behavior asserting.

D) COPING WITH CHANGE (Dr. S.S. Tien)

Wednesday, December 5th, 1991 1:00-2:00 PM

Change can lead to problems. This workshop will help the student who is facing difficult changes in school, at work, at home or in a relationship. Workshop exercises will help familiarize the student with the stages of change and how to manage them positively.

E) EXPLORING CAREERS

In these 2 workshops students will learn what it takes to make a good decision about major and career. They will view a videotape, take a vocational test and discuss issues of concern. All workshops held 12:30-2:00 PM.

Series A
- (Dr. T. Harris) - Thursdays: September 26th and October 3, 1991

Series B
- (Dr. P. Imbimbo) - Thursdays: October 17th and 24th, 1991

Series C
- (Dr. T. Harris) - Thursdays: October 31st and November 7th, 1991

Series D
- (Dr. P. Imbimbo) - Thursdays: November 14th and 21st, 1991

Series E
- (Dr. T. Harris) - Thursdays: December 5th and 12th, 1991

Participants must come to Room 1727 prior to the day of the career workshop to register.

RESERVE YOUR SPACE !!!

F) LIFE SKILLS FOR THE 90's (Dr. J. Ruffin and HELPLEAVE/Poor Counsellers)

- Developing Intimate Relationships and Safe Sex Practices

Thursday: October 31st, November 7th and 14th, 1991 1:00-2:30 PM, Global Lounge, 360 Park Avenue South; Room 704

Come to see a video on college students and sex; assess your level of risk for sexually transmitted diseases (STD's); and participate in a discussion of how to develop intimate relationships and safe sex practices.

G) VIDEO PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION SERIES (Mr. P. Tribbaut)

- Tuesdays: 2:30-3:30 PM (Attend one, two or more sessions)

I October 15, 1991 - Test Taking Without Fear & About Math Anxiety

II October 22, 1991 - About AIDS

III October 29, 1991 - Improving Your Self-Image

A series of video presentations on various topics of concern to college students. Come and learn new information and share ideas with the opportunity for informal discussion in a supportively atmosphere. You can come to only one meeting or come all 3 weeks. All Workshops will meet in the Office of Counseling and Psychological Services, unless otherwise noted.

Counseling and Psychological Services
Room 1727 360 Park Avenue South (between 25th and 26th St.)
Evening hours are available by appointment only
Call (212) 447-3511, 9AM - 5PM

Monday through Friday 9AM-5pm

Crime Prevention Seminar
The Baruch College Security Department presents "Fire Travel Safety" with a guest speaker from the New York City Transit Police. Department on Thursday, October 9, 1991 in the Student Center, Oak Lounge.

Marketing Make-up and Validation Exams
The Department of Marketing make-up and validation exams will take place on Wednesday, October 9, 1991. Students must apply to the Curriculum Guidance Office or the Graduate Office before October 1, 1991, to be eligible for exams.

Series E: 2:30-4:00 PM, Room 360 PAS
Series C: 1:00-2:00 PM, Room 1000-360 PAS
Series A: 5:00-7:00 PM, Room 1000-360 PAS

For more information please call 387-1291.

Workshop for Liberal Arts Students
The Curricular Guidance Office of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences will offer the following workshop: Professional Workshop on Tuesdays, October 17, 1991 at 10:00 AM-1:00 PM; Room 3004, 17 Lexington Avenue.

The Baruch College Journalism Lecture Series
Sponsored by The Reporter and The Baruch Cross/Blue Shield will be available from Monday, October 14th to Friday, October 18th in the Administrative Office, 135 East 22nd Street.

The Baruch Cross/Blue Shield will be available at all workshops.

CQMS

Computer & Quantitative Methods Society
Two Evening Events Sponsored by CQMS
In the Globus Lounge (17th Floor 360 PAS)
5:45 - 8PM

10/10 ERIC KELLY - Headhunter From Concert Data Systems
"CIS Job market, interviewing and ResumeSkills."
Plus Practice Interviews. Bring Resumes if Possible.

10/17 Panel Discussion - "The Opportunities and Obstacles for Women in the CIS Field"
Everyone is welcome to attend
Refreshments and snacks will be served.

NEW MEMBERS (all majors) ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.
CQMS Office in Room 440 26th St.
(212) 447-3090
Our regular meetings are during club hours in room 431 26th St. building.

Department of Speech Announces Auditions
for fall production of "Wait Until Dark"
by Fredrick Knott
Auditions Wednesday Oct 2
4:30 - 7:00PM
Rm 911
Studio Theater 23rd street
Everyone welcome: cast&crew!

Minority Scholarship for study abroad offered
Applications for the second annual American Institute For Foreign Study College Division Minority Scholarship for the fall 1992 semester are now being accepted. The scholarship is being offered in an effort to help increase the percentage of minority students enrolled in college students in study abroad programs. The scholarship, which is applicable on semester AIFS programs in Austria, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and Spain, includes both tuition and room and board. Applications for the scholarship will be accepted from African-American, Hispanic-American, Native-American, Asian-American and Pacific Islander students. Selection of the scholarship winner will be based on the fulfillment of certain program requirements, financial need, academic accomplishment, demonstration of leadership and the ability to answer your questions accurately. The Low-Down on AIDS Seminar, Thursday, October 24, 1991 in the Student Center Lounge, 135 East 22nd Street.

For more information please call 387-1291.

Exhibition
"Women and Their Books" will be presented by Denise Betz and Paul Shady on Tuesday, November 5 at 6:00 p.m. in the Presidential Secretary Office at 250 Park Avenue, 7th floor. For more reservations call 916-0429 or 916-0446.

Student Organization Funds
The Baruch College Alumni Association periodically allocates funds to further the acquaintance of student organizations and also to enhance the image of Baruch College. An organization wishing to apply must submit a project relating to an event that would meet the above stated criteria and would benefit from the Baruch College Alumni Association Office (Room 907, 135 East 22nd Street).

In order to be eligible for funding consideration, the following application deadlines have been established: the balance of the fall semester is due by October 10, 1991 for programs scheduled to take place prior to the end of November.

Application forms and further information may be obtained by writing: Minority Scholarship Selection Committee, Alpha Delta, ASP, 110 Greenwich Ave, Greenwich, CT 06830 or by calling (203)757-4567 ext 4304.

...and this type of paper is not posted on automatically the variety of materials available in the library.

Presentation
"Women and Their Books" will be presented by Denise Betz and Paul Shady on Tuesday, November 5 at 6:00 p.m. in the Presidential Secretary Office at 250 Park Avenue, 7th floor. For more reservations call 916-0429 or 916-0446.

...and this type of paper is not posted on automatically the variety of materials available in the library.
The idea of starting a trimester system at Baruch College came because after having successfully reconstructed the Baruch-Mount Sinai Program in Health Care Administration last semester. The City University of New York Board of Higher Education offered a trimester basis, and part-time students take six credits per semester. The program is offered on a trimester basis, and part-time students take six credits per semester.

The trimester system is very new in the Baruch College community. "I'm vehemently opposed to the trimester idea," says Thomas McCarthy, register administrator. McCarthy believes that the whole registration process will be disrupted if a trimester schedule is implemented. "Currently, registration begins four weeks before the beginning of the semester. There will be no time, no space, no staff (for registration)." McCarthy also feels that the whole reporting process in the Office of the Dean of Students will be disrupted. Ronnie Widener, Deputy Director of Student Affairs, stated that the Office of the Dean of Students is offered on a trimester schedule. McCarthy adds that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.

The other candidate, Jemal LaMarre, says, "I don't want to deal with a trimester system. While maintaining the opportunity to accelerate their education, the students will suffer the most in the change of system. There will be more paperwork to work on at full-time basis. Opinions on the trimester system vary widely in the Baruch community. "I'm vehemently opposed to the trimester idea," says Thomas McCarthy, register administrator. McCarthy believes that the whole registration process will be disrupted if a trimester schedule is implemented. "Currently, registration begins four weeks before the beginning of the semester. There will be no time, no space, no staff (for registration)." McCarthy also feels that the whole reporting process in the Office of the Dean of Students will be disrupted. Ronnie Widener, Deputy Director of Student Affairs, stated that the Office of the Dean of Students is offered on a trimester schedule. McCarthy adds that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.

By Hilary Coolahan

Student leaders, including the president's executive assistant, Ronny Widener, Deputy Director of Student Affairs, stated that the Office of the Dean of Students is offered on a trimester schedule. McCarthy adds that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.

People who read sideways are innovative

Contacts From Front Page

Matt Spiegel, director of Evening and Graduate Services, shared the decision to hold the meeting was made at the beginning of the semester when he tabled the idea of a trimester schedule. Spiegel told me that he would be happy to have the meeting on the agenda. "I'm not sure if a trimester system would be appropriate for us," said Spiegel.

Ronny Widener, Deputy Director of Student Affairs, stated that the Office of the Dean of Students is offered on a trimester schedule. McCarthy adds that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.

Staff writer, Valerie Lee, said that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.

The other candidate, Jemal LaMarre, says, "I don't want to deal with a trimester system. While maintaining the opportunity to accelerate their education, the students will suffer the most in the change of system. There will be more paperwork to work on at full-time basis. Opinions on the trimester system vary widely in the Baruch community. "I'm vehemently opposed to the trimester idea," says Thomas McCarthy, register administrator. McCarthy believes that the whole registration process will be disrupted if a trimester schedule is implemented. "Currently, registration begins four weeks before the beginning of the semester. There will be no time, no space, no staff (for registration)." McCarthy also feels that the whole reporting process in the Office of the Dean of Students will be disrupted. Ronnie Widener, Deputy Director of Student Affairs, stated that the Office of the Dean of Students is offered on a trimester schedule. McCarthy adds that the student support services should be paid for by the Office of the Dean of Students.
We Need Writers, Photographers, and Artists.

Contact The Ticker and Learn Journalistic Skills
First-hand.

The Ticker
137 East 22 Street Box 442
Room 301F
New York, NY 10010

We are seeking writers, photographers, and artists to contribute to The Ticker, a student-run newspaper at Baruch College.

- **Enrollment and Budget Down**

Continued From Front Page

The number of students at Baruch College has decreased due to budget cuts. The college has experienced a decrease in budget, which has affected the ability of students to attend and succeed. The cuts have led to a decrease in the number of students transferring into the school.

- **Journalistic Skills**

Journalists are essential in society. They help to hold those in power accountable and inform the public about important issues. By becoming a journalist, you can make a difference in the world.

- **TRUTH or DARE: What Is Being A Lawyer Really About?**

Stanley H. Kaplan, the world’s leading LSAT test preparation expert, will be presenting a symposium on the subject, "What Is Being A Lawyer Really About?" This symposium will feature personal perspectives on the subject, and answer your questions and concerns about entering the profession.

- **Day Session Student Government**

I suppose many of you are wondering whether D.S.S.G. has been operating since the beginning of this school year. Lavon Davis, a member of D.S.S.G., met with Baruch College President, Matthew Goldstein to discuss several issues that affect Baruch students. Some of the issues discussed were:

- Increasing library hours.
- Access during final examinations.
- Additional child-care support.
- Possibility of increasing club party money's allocation.

I am also greatful to the VP Johnson, the Provost, and the Director of Academic Affairs for their cooperation and guidance in this matter.

- **New ID System**

Many students are concerned about the new ID system and asking "Where is the funding for this new ID system coming from?" The Campus Planning Committee's Director Marilyn Mitalkov says that funding will come from money allocated toward the New Campus. This is a future investment. More details will be forthcoming.

- **International Student Unemployment**

International Students are experiencing difficulty with the Student Employment Program. Administration has set a new policy whereby citizens and residents will receive employment opportunities.

D.S.S.G. has three council (3) positions available. If anyone is interested in helping please do not hesitate to visit our office located in the Student Center, 137 East 22nd Street, Room 409 or call us at (212) 387-1185.

If there are any concerns affecting Baruch students that you would like to discuss please call us at 6-30 PM in the Faculty Lounge (Room 522, 24th Street Bldg.)

- **Date Rape Forum**

D.S.S.G. is co-sponsoring a Forum on Date and Acquaintance Rape on College Campuses. It will be held on Thursday, October 3rd, at 6:30 PM in the Faculty Lounge (Room 522, 24th Street Bldg.)

For more information, please contact The Ticker at 6-30 PM in the Faculty Lounge (Room 522, 24th Street Bldg.).
LaMarre's USS Enterprise

The University Student Senate is at it again. For those unfamiliar with the USS, it is opposed to vehicle operating policies that represent all the students of the City University of New York if all CUNY students rode around in limousines and ran up $24,000 in room service fees, then the USS would represent us.

The University Student Senate is at it again. For those not the first to use the CUNY, he done. He has encouraged the vice chancellors of CUNY, and the only reason the cost came out so high was that the USS held on to the office. Since June a total of $62,458.88 were spent, leaving us with a remaining balance of $171.58 were left in our account. Thanks to $79,000.00 surplus from previous summer. The financial situation is the latest in organized by Baruch's student government, and the only effort to curtail spending comes way too late. The fiscal responsibility. On that count, LaMarre's administration may have hired his sister and his best friend for a media staff. It seems odd that so many are choosing to complain to the phases you've constructed.

Nor have we lost sight of the positive things that LaMarre has done. He has encouraged the vice chancellors of CUNY to take command of his vessel out of these troubled waters. It is unfortunate that Professor Smith does not see the historical context of the racial epithet "nigger." The rally did not take place at Baruch, although it was organized by Baruch's student government, and the only reason the cost came out so high was that the USS held on to the office. Since June a total of $62,458.88 were spent, leaving us with a remaining balance of $171.58 were left in our account. Thanks to $79,000.00 surplus from previous summer.

The thing for us to do as CUNY students at this point is to accept pieces on 3.5 inch diskette or another medium that we have time to sort out scheduling and other such procedural affairs to spend much time on.

No, Senator, I don't recall that. No, I don't remember that, either...I've forgotten that, too...uh, what am I being confused for, again?

One Step Forward
Salutations to Our New President

By Delandia C. Wilson

I take this opportunity to welcome President Matthew Goldstein to the helm of the Student Assembly at Baruch College. He has taken the reins from former student and professor Donald Smith defends Leonard Jeffries' remarks and dismisses racism is promoted even by your "defense" of Leonard Jeffries. Because even that "defense" cannot be justified as mere rhetoric. Don't defend the indefensible. Is Dr. Jeffries a bigot? To anyone who may refer to Dr. Jeffries as "the head nigger in the Black Studies Department," it is not a frivolous epithet.

The rally did not take place at Baruch, although it was organized by Baruch's student government, and the only reason the cost came out so high was that the USS held on to the office. Since June a total of $62,458.88 were spent, leaving us with a remaining balance of $171.58 were left in our account. Thanks to $79,000.00 surplus from previous summer.
**The Harm in Jeffries' Thinking**

Michael Wysychoglou, chairman of the political science department at Baruch College, has been invited by Ticker staff writer Jonathan Loring to discuss controversial City College Professor Leonard Jeffries, who has been denigrated in this country and that.

This is a serious problem because Dr. Jeffries' lecture, at Destination MBA - for American-whites are free of racism. Jeffries doesn't exist within American-minoritarians as well. Racism is a widespread phenomenon in our society and we must fight against it. But, Jews are less racist than others.

...
Harm in Jeffries' Thinking

Continued From Page 15 Page 15

All human groups deserve respect. It is intolerable to make group judgments of human culture and commit one group to an irrevocable classification. Any classification must be based on an individual's actions, or on a group's actions. It is impossible to classify or define a group without considering the individual's actions. The individual is the key to understanding human culture. It is impossible to define a group based on any collective action. It is impossible to define a group based on any common characteristic.

Jeffries and Jackson are both committed to understanding human culture. However, their views differ. Jeffries believes that a group's actions are more important than its characteristics. Jackson, on the other hand, believes that a group's characteristics are more important than its actions.

Jeffries believes that human culture is complex and can only be understood through individual analysis. Jackson, on the other hand, believes that human culture is simple and can be understood through group analysis. This difference in perspective leads to different conclusions about human culture.

Jeffries and Jackson both agree that human culture is complex and cannot be reduced to simple categories. However, their views on how to understand human culture differ. Jeffries believes that human culture is complex and cannot be reduced to simple categories. Jackson, on the other hand, believes that human culture is simple and can be understood through group analysis.
ROLLING BONES
GATHER NO MESS

Prepared by: Phoenix Hsu & Rash
Atlantic Records

For all those Rush fans that followed them through the years, the ones who bought Cables Of Steel (1979) and Hemisphere (1981) on CD, maybe. The fans above that Rush has and always will maintain, I think. I mean, who doesn’t like a band that’s been around since the early 70’s and has never missed a beat, hitting number 1, going platinum, everywhere. They are the kings of the forests! Memory Records label that they were the band that really hit the world on rock, and when they weren’t getting songs strongly switched to Atlantic. Look at it this way, their first album Mercury Records, Hold Your Fire (1987) went platinum, while Peart did it. Well, getting back to the album, on August 29, Geddy Lee wrote on WNYE (92.7) with Scotti Martin. Lee said that what they wanted to do was make something completely different. I guess he’s right, and we wait to see what that is. The first release off the album is the fantastic “Dreamline.” The song is quintessentially Rush. There is no other way to describe it. On Bel! The Bones there are a lot of keyboard stuff and funky bass lines from bass virtuoso Geddy Lee. It’s a dreamer but somehow it’s much better. This album was released in 1980. That was 16 years ago. “A” is the rating for this album. Fast EXPANDING MARKETING COMPANY

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

If you are interested in buying a Rush or Geddy Lee T-shirt, or if you have questions about their tours, please call the band at 212-534-5979.
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For all those Rush fans that followed them through the years, the ones who bought Cables Of Steel (1979) and Hemisphere (1981) on CD, maybe. The fans above that Rush has and always will maintain, I think. I mean, who doesn’t like a band that’s been around since the early 70’s and has never missed a beat, hitting number 1, going platinum, everywhere. They are the kings of the forests! Memory Records label that they were the band that really hit the world on rock, and when they weren’t getting songs strongly switched to Atlantic. Look at it this way, their first album Mercury Records, Hold Your Fire (1987) went platinum, while Peart did it. Well, getting back to the album, on August 29, Geddy Lee wrote on WNYE (92.7) with Scotti Martin. Lee said that what they wanted to do was make something completely different. I guess he’s right, and we wait to see what that is. The first release off the album is the fantastic “Dreamline.” The song is quintessentially Rush. There is no other way to describe it. On Bel! The Bones there are a lot of keyboard stuff and funky bass lines from bass virtuoso Geddy Lee. It’s a dreamer but somehow it’s much better. This album was released in 1980. That was 16 years ago. “A” is the rating for this album. Fast EXPANDING MARKETING COMPANY
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Are You Down Wit It?

I am down, are you down with it? "O.P.P." is a definite "Yes!" I'm down with it! I've always been a fan of Hip-Hop. It's a definite "Yes!" I'm down with it! I've always been a fan of Hip-Hop.

The Nymphs, new alternative rock band
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The Nymphs' music is filled with a mix of vibrant colors and a sense of yearning. Their songs are filled with hope and a sense of freedom. They are a band that has been making waves in the alternative rock scene.

The lyrics of the Nymphs are filled with a sense of rebellion and a sense of freedom. They are a band that has been making waves in the alternative rock scene.
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**Economy & Business**

**Bankruptcies Mount In Recession As Trepidation Lessens**

Once Considered the Final Chapter In Credit, Growing Numbers Find Filing A Viable Recover

By Eric Lowry

When Gerald Sanderfoot died, a securitymbHern. Apple+ner never heard of his name. After all, Wisconsin is a state that is known for its dairy herd, not its bankruptcy. But his name is no longer a secret.

When his home was foreclosed on him for a debt that he couldn't pay, the local creditors began to realize that what appeared to be a normal middle-aged man had been living beyond his means. Now, his name is known throughout the state as an example of what can happen when one makes poor financial decisions.

The Sanderfoot case is just one of many that have highlighted the problem of high unemployment and reduced wages in Wisconsin. As the state's economy struggles, so do residents who have relied on credit to maintain their lifestyle.

Bankruptcy, once seen as a stigma, is now becoming a more acceptable option for those who find themselves unable to pay their debts. In fact, bankruptcy filings have increased in recent years as more people realize that it is a viable way to start over.

But even as bankruptcy becomes more popular, there are still those who believe that it is a last resort. They argue that it is better to face the consequences of poor decisions head-on and work to pay off debts, rather than running away from them.

Despite this sentiment, however, the number of bankruptcies filed continues to grow. And while some may see this as a sign of economic struggle, others believe that it is a necessary evil in a society where credit is so readily available.

In the end, the decision to file for bankruptcy is a personal one. It depends on many factors, including the nature of the debt, the individual's financial situation, and their ability to pay back the debt.

For those who have been hit hard by the recession, bankruptcy may be the best option available. But for others, it may be a last resort that they hope to avoid.

The key is to take control of your financial situation and make informed decisions about how to manage your money. Whether you choose to pay off your debts or file for bankruptcy, the most important thing is to take steps to prevent financial disaster in the future.
Freshmen Add Spark to Baseball Team

By Phil Susi

Since the 13-8 season opening win over Old Westbury the Baruch baseball team has won 1, tied 1, and lost 4. Victories, however, are of little importance to the Baruch Coach. Co-Captain Eric Grossman has voiced his satisfaction with the team's performance.

"We are trying harder to establish the team's concept than we have in the past. We are not just hoping for the players. In fact, he added, "It's tough though, because all it takes is a few knots in the rope...one guy can spoil everything."

This fall has been a movement toward youth for the baseball team. There are eight new freshmen currently on the squad, and their talents have been evident. Two of these standouts, Rob Lawton and Frank Prendergast, are former teammates of Bryant H.S. a year ago. Lawton is a strong defensive fielder with a cannon arm who adds quickness to the lineup. Prendergast is a jewel at third base, and adds more speed on the basepaths.

Coach Dan Sheehan is delighted with the play of his freshmen and his team's overall quickness. Outside of 1st baseman Sean Barrows there is little power in the lineup.

"We are taking the St. Louis Cardinals' approach to our game. Solid pitching, good defense, and hitting on the bases. We just need to hit the ball better come springtime," says Sheehan.

The fall season is primarily weekend games only. The objective is to compete in game situations for positions, sharpen skills, and most importantly develop the team concept. "They play like they are on the spring training and then play six days a week.

The baseball team practices and plays its home games at Gil Hodges Baseball Field in Coney Island, Brooklyn. For non league games they play one nine inning game. All league games are double header games with four innings.

If they win back to back games in post-season, they will go to the CUNY Championships held in Yankee Stadium. Senior Grossman feels, "that with three or more freshmen, we finally have the horses to do it this year."

Coach Dan Sheehan's strategy in the fall season is to play the veteran squad in the first game of doubleheaders, and the developmental squad in the second game.

Against rival City College, the first squad won a 4-3 nail biter. The game also featured a double header with Jesse Rosea, the teams new closer.

Rivera, co-captain and 2 third baseman, came in with a 2-3 count in the bottom of the seventh and the go ahead run on base. "Don't play the batter, and mow down the next two to preserve the win," Coach Sheehan plans to rely on. In the spring to save victories, and his presence will solidify the bullpen.

Baruch's one tie this fall was against Mattituck, a Connecticut Junior College, who beat Baruch in the second game. In their most recent action, Baruch dropped a close game to Drew University. Then, they were destroyed in the second game.

Still, the confidence is high, and for a change the spring season could yield a championship.

This will all depend on how the other players fill in. Along with Co-Captains Rivers and Grossman, Sheehan has been especially pleased with Baruch's starting pitcher John Pena. With the loss of last season's starting pitcher Andrew Seran, the catcher's position seemed weak. Pena, however, says, "the players need to be focused and they must make sacrifices." Wanting to win is good, but, the team must beat the statesmen. "You can only practice and then, we should make the right decisions," Coach Sheehan.

Tennis Team Shoots Down Opponents

By David A. Amir

On Tuesday, Sept. 10 the Women's Tennis team started a potentially great season.

Anna Daniels will enjoy her freshman year as head coach. Daniels takes over for Dr. Bill Eng, who moves to assistant coach. Eng was the head coach since he started the program in 1983.

Baruch played Molloy in the opener and won 5-2. The game featured two singles and two doubles. Baruch won four of the five singles and split the doubles with Molloy.

In the third set tie breaker Fourth seed Sophie Yang lost and fifth seed Judy Medford won. In the doubles, Shiniderman and Fris won while Diane Vaeyana and Evelyn Siberto lost.

Daniels looks forward to the return of Karen Cohen. Cohen will enter the number two seed.

Following this, the Molloy match Baruch Match Beat Mt. St. Vincent 7-2 and CCNY 8-1.

Daniels says, "we have talented players who are very enthusiastic." Daniels has her eyes set on winning the CUNY championships and the CUNY Division but second in both tournaments.

If Daniels can get more experience, the team, she played there is no need to worry. After all, Daniels is a Baruch collegian and a former number one seed.

On Daniels, Eng says, "she is very dedicated, very active, involved with the team and a good student." Students who would like to try for Women's Tennis may still try out. You may contact Dr. Eng in the Physical Education Department on the 7th floor of the 23 St. building.

Baruch Soccer Wins With Tri-Fares

By David A. Amir

Imagine losing your season opener 2-0 and getting the feeling of good things to come. Sounds crazy doesn't it? It does, it's true.

The Baruch Men's Soccer team lost to Upsala on Sept 10. Coach Tony Henry, in his thirteenth season, said, "the team is anxious and missed easy opportunities that could have given them the victory." Third game was scoreless until the 80th minute. Upsala added another goal on a penalty kick in the 90th minute.

Baruch lost the game but they were not down on themselves.

In the next game, Baruch easily beat Old Westbury 4-0. Baruch was led by the scoring of Hans Pierre-Charles, Carl "Rocky" Gibbons, Ahmed Fares, and Lam Kwun.

Then Baruch defeated St. Joseph 3-1. In this contest Paddy Danford, Ahmed Fares and Gibbons scored for the statesmen.

Baruch is lead by Co-Captains Kassim Fares, Choy Cadiz, and Azi Laghourati. In goal for his third season is the third year starter, Andrew Seran.

In the 90th season Baruch finished with a poor record. It was the team's first season since they were not down on themselves. It was tough to defend the CUNY Championship without their starting quarterback. "We just need to hit the ball better come springtime," says Henry.
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